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Planning the right strategy for an office move is essential. Moves are most often motivated by business
expansion and growth. But will your phone system support the extensions you will be adding now and in the
future? Will it have the capability that employees demand? There are a few considerations to keep in mind to
ensure that both your new building and phone system will support all of your business needs.

Cabling Considerations
When moving into a new building, you should always make sure that it is wired to support any potential growth
that you expect in the future. You should strongly consider cable-only locations if you are not installing a phone
or computer to the location at the present time. The reason is that it will cost 40-50% more to open walls to wire
a building later than to install wiring during initial construction.

Always be sure to use a minimum of CAT-5 E  cabling for your phones  and CAT-5 E or better for your 
computers.  In addition most building codes require the use of plenum rated cabling. Certain vendors may try to 
cut costs by using residential cabling. Always double check with your vendor to ensure that your wiring is tested 
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There's one final adv
using your current phone system in your old office. You can have the new system installed and ready to operate
when the doors of the new office open, and your staff can keep using the existing system up until move day.
That's the best way to ensure smooth continuity of operations for your organization, even during a potentially
disruptive office move.
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